
shows that Gutiérrez has taken liberties with the original notation, reflecting the improvisational
spirit of the original. Slightly more jarring is the performer’s penchant for percussive effects and
crisp staccato chords on such pieces as Cumbe por la A and Zarambeques por la C—effects that
might be more at home in modern popular music, or which might just be an acquired taste.
Gutiérrez’s choice of a tuning sometimes associated with Corbetta and/or French music (with a
bourdon on the fourth but not the fifth course) is also a bit of a modern (rather than a period)
solution. With Colores del sur by Enrike Solinis and Euskal Barrokensemble, we drift further into a
realm of performance that lies somewhere between the historical and the anachronistic. One fears
that the modern embellishments present in these performances obscure the originality of the
sources; it begins to be difficult to distinguish what would have been novel in the 18th century
and what is a modern accretion, and thus entirely out of place in any national style of early music.
Certainly there are liberties that can be taken with Solinis’s arrangements of keyboard works by
Domenico Scarlatti (1685–1757), but other works by Sanz and Giovanni Girolamo Kapsberger
(c.1580–1651) are all but overwhelmed by the ensemble. It would perhaps be safest to regard
these interpretations as experimental; modern music that takes, as its point of departure, early
music without attempting fidelity to any historically informed performance style—again, an
acquired taste.

The next two CDs call for an instrument even rarer today than the five-course guitar and with a
much narrower original history: the six-course guitar, the immediate predecessor to the modern
six-string instrument. Thomas Schmitt brings us to a sound-world that is largely familiar to
modern listeners, yet still somewhat distant and foreign. Guitars with six pairs of gut strings
enjoyed brief popularity at the end of the 18th century and three of their most important
composers are represented on De Gusto Muy Delicado (La mà de Guido LMG2108, rec 2010, 71′):
Federico Moretti (c.1765–1838), Fernando Ferandiere (c.1740–c.1816) and Juan Antonio de Vargas
y Guzmán (fl. c.1770). This is music that deserves to be better known and more widely played on
the appropriate instrument; it links the world of the five-course guitar (which was still very much
in vogue in France into the 1790s) and the six-string instrument of the 19th century. The works
of Vargas y Guzmán are particularly effective. Also by Thomas Schmitt is the recording of Spanish
music for 6-course guitar around 1800 (Centaur CRC3277, rec 2012, 66′), with a slightly later
repertory for the same instrument. Composers on this collection include Salvador Castro de
Gistau (1770–after 1831), Isidro de Laporta (fl. c.1790), Antonio Abreu (fl. 1788), Dionisio Aguado
(1784–1849) and more from Federico Moretti. The Fandango by Castro de Gistau is a particular
revelation and, overall, the music on this disc is a bit more exciting and appealing than that of
Schmitt’s first CD.

Even with the most ‘modern’ of the music covered here—that for the six-string, 19th-century
guitar—we are still at some distance from the modern classical guitar. These differences are
subtle, however, and will be most discernible to guitarists: the early 19th-century guitar has six
single strings, but typically of gut or silk with metal windings, as well as far less string tension
than on modern instruments. As might be guessed, the overall volume is quieter than that of the
classical guitar, but the colours are more varied and subtle. This is the era of guitar music that
modern performers can play in virtually unaltered form on the modern instrument, but the
repertory is well worth listening to and performing on period instruments as well. The birth of
the classical guitar: Wulfin Lieske plays Fernando Sor and Mauro Giuliani (Oehms Classics
OC872, rec 2011, 67′) contains works by two of the most well-known and frequently played early
19th-century guitarists. The career paths followed by Sor (1778–1839) and Giuliani (1781–1829)
mirrored those of their 17th-century precursors with the Baroque instrument: emigrating from
Spain and Italy respectively to the north—in this case, to Paris and Vienna. And while this
instrument and these musicians are known today primarily for their solo compositions (many of
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